[Effect of artery pulse on the osteonal interstitial fluid flow behavior].
There are two main types of fluid in bone tissue: blood and interstitial fluid. The metabolism of cells mainly relies on the microenvironment of the interstitial fluid. Researches of osteonal fluid seepage behavior based on the microstructure of bone tissue have become a hot point. The aim of the present research work is to assess the effect of blood pressure oscillation on the osteonal interstitial fluid seepage behavior. We established finite element osteon models for a hollow and that considering blood pressure oscillation, respectively, with COMSOL Multiphysics software in order to compare their fluid flow behavior under the axial loading. The results predicted that the interstitial fluid pressure field was enlarged considering the blood pressure oscillation, while the velocity filed changed little. Specifically, the increase of blood pressure oscillatory amplitude could result in the increase of osteonal interstitial fluid pressure, while the blood pressure oscillatory frequency had limited effects on the osteonal pore fluid pressure. Moreover, the blood pressure oscillatory amplitude and frequency had no effect on the osteonal interstitial fluid velocity. The finite element model can be used for the study of the poroelastic behaviors of the osteon under non-axisymmetric loads and microcracks, and can also be a new way to study the mechanism of bone mechanotransduction and electromechanotransduction.